Q&A
VRC 2021-2022: Tipping Point
Welcome to the official VEX Robotics Competition Question & Answer system, where all registered teams have the
opportunity to ask for official rules interpretations and clarifications. This Q&A system is the only source for
official VRC Tipping Point rules clarifications, and the clarifications made here from the Game Design Committee
(GDC) are considered as official and binding as the written Game Manual itself.
Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines before posting. This system is only intended for specific VRC Change Up
rules questions.
For event, registration, or other competition support questions, please contact your REC Foundation
Regional Support Manager.
For VEX technical support, contact support@vex.com or sales@vex.com.
For game questions, suggestions, or concerns outside of specific and official rules questions, contact
GDC@vex.com.
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Heights for the Mobile Goal Branches.
My students and I searched every where, and we have to wait for some time before our game parts will be here to
measure ourselves. We would like the heights of the diffferent branches of the mobile goals. Both short and tall. Thank
you very much.

Answered by committee
Please review Appendix A, regarding Field Specifications, which can be found here:
www.vexrobotics.com/v5/competition/vrc-current-game
If this does not answer your question, please feel free to rephrase and re-submit.

Rings on Neutral Mobile Goals are not safe
Is it allowable to tip over the mobile goal and descore all the Ringles scored by your opponent? Rule <SG6> states that
Rings on the Alliance Mobile Goal are “safe”, but it appears that scored Ringles on the neutral goals can be descored.
The tall mobile goal is top-heavy once the Rigles are on it, and it is easily tipped over.

Answered by committee
There are no rules preventing this; thus, it is legal.

Is it allowable to push Game Objects under your opponent's platform?
The rules do not seem to protect the area under your opponent's platform. Objects under the platform can deny your
opponent the ability to drive a robot onto their platform, and they can prevent a platform from being balanced. The rules
do not seem to prevent this defensive strategy.

Answered by committee
This would be considered a violation of SG3, via SG10. The v1.0 Game Manual Update included this addition to
SG3, which we believe answers your question. If it does not, please feel free to rephrase and re-submit.

<SG3> Platforms are “safe” during the endgame. During the last thirty (30) seconds, Robots may not
contact the opposing Alliance’s Platform.
[...]
c. Per <SG10>, using a Scoring Object to cause interference with the opposing Alliance’s Platform
during the last thirty (30) seconds would be considered a violation of this rule.
A Robot which interferes with gameplay as a result of violating this rule, such as preventing a Platform
from becoming Balanced, will result in a Disqualification, whether the interference was Match Affecting
or not.

Mobile Goals not touching tiles do not score?
Do mobile goals on an alliance robot in their Alliance Home Zone count as scored? The only mention of transitive rules is
in connection to the platform, and in the definitions the Alliance Home Zone is defined as the gray foam tiles themselves;
it is not a 3-dimensional volume. This definition seems to suggest that only Mobile Goals touching a gray foam tile (or the
Alliance Platform) count as scored.

Answered by committee

This definition seems to suggest that only Mobile Goals touching a gray foam tile (or the Alliance
Platform) count as scored.
This interpretation is correct.

No limit on Mobile Goals a robot may possess
Other than the Hoarding rule which applies to the corners of a robot's Alliance Home Zone, is there a rule that limits the
number of Mobile Goals that a robot may possess?

Answered by committee
There are no rules, other than SG7, which legislate how many Mobile Goals a Robot may Possess and/or Hoard.
However, due to the limited number of contested Mobile Goals on the field, Teams who choose to Possess and/or
Hoard multiple Mobile Goals should expect vigorous interactions from opposing Robots. In most cases, these
interactions will be considered "incidental".

Using tallest Neutral Mobile Goal to impede opponents gameplay
The tall Neutral Mobile Goal tips over in more than 3/4 of the matches played. it is unstable, even without Ringles on the
branches. Given that once there are Ringles on the branches, a robot will be disqualified if they tip that goal over and the
impact of the descoring was match effecting, many teams will choose to avoid the risk of disqualification by tipping the
Neutral Mobile Goal over early in the game. Some creative teams might even accidentally tip it over onto an opponents
robot. With the branches hanging out the way they do, we have seen that it is likely that a robot on the receiving end of
the tipped Mobile Goal will then drag that Mobile Goal around with it for the rest of the match. Is there any penalty for
knocking over the tall Neutral Mobile Goal before there are any Ringles on it?

Answered by committee

Given that once there are Ringles on the branches, a robot will be disqualified if they tip that goal over
and the impact of the descoring was match effecting
Before getting to the root questions being asked, we wanted to note that this assumption is incorrect. Rule SG6
partially reads as follows, with a portion bolded for emphasis:

<SG6> Rings on the Alliance Mobile Goal are “safe”. Strategies intended to remove Rings which are
Scored on or in an opposing Alliance Mobile Goal

are prohibited.
Neutral Mobile Goals are not covered by SG6, as noted in this Q&A post

Is there any penalty for knocking over the tall Neutral Mobile Goal before there are any Ringles on it?
There are no rules preventing this, thus it is legal.

Some creative teams might even accidentally tip it over onto an opponents robot. With the branches
hanging out the way they do, we have seen that it is likely that a robot on the receiving end of the
tipped Mobile Goal will then drag that Mobile Goal around with it for the rest of the match
Although you use the word "accidentally", this hypothetical scenario is getting very close to invoking SG10, which
reads as follows:

<SG10> Use Scoring Objects to play the game. Scoring Objects may not be used to accomplish
actions that would be otherwise illegal if they were attempted by Robot mechanisms (e.g., Interfering
with an opponent’s Autonomous routine per <SG4>.)
The intent of this rule is to prohibit teams from using game objects as “gloves” to loophole any rule that
states “a Robot may not [do some action]”. This rule is not intended to be taken in its most extreme
literal interpretation, where any interaction between a Scoring Object and a Robot needs to be
scrutinized with the same intensity as if it were a Robot.
Using a Mobile Goal to damage an opposing Robot could be considered a violation of G12, just as if the action were
done with a Robot mechanism.

Level of Contact Allowed When Grasping a Goal
Given the importance of neutral goals, teams will doubtless compete to possess them. And once one alliance possesses
a goal, the other alliance may naturally want to take it away. What level of contact is allowed when attempting a
takeaway, assuming the bot attempting the takeaway is touching only the goal? For example, assume bot A possesses a
goal by grasping it in some way. Attempting a takeaway, bot B grasps the goal and pulls. A refuses to let go and gets
knocked over or lifted off the ground by B in the process. Is this allowable, provided B only grasps the goal? <G12> limits
bot-to-bot damage, tipping, and entanglement, but does not appear to address a situation when two bots are grasping a
common object.

Answered by committee
The v1.0 Game Manual Update included the following additions to rule <G12>:

Note: Incidental damage that occurs due to interaction with a Robot in Possession of a Neutral Mobile
Goal will, in most cases, not be considered a violation of <G12>. Intentional damage, tipping, or
dangerous mechanisms may still be considered a violation of <R3>, <S1>, or <G1> at the Head
Referee’s discretion.
VRC Tipping Point is intended to be an offensive, interactive game. Robots interacting with Neutral
Mobile Goals should expect vigorous interactions from opponent Robots, especially if attempting to
interact with multiple Mobile Goals at once.
If this does not answer your question, please feel free to rephrase and re-submit.

Autonomous Scoring
The game specific definition of balance on page 9 of the Tipping Point game manual version 0.1 mentions that criteria
must be met at the end of the match. On page 10 of the same manual, it states that a robot or a mobile goal may be
considered elevated at the end of a match.
Does this mean that there are NO elevation points awarded at the end of the 15 second Autonomous period?

Answered by committee

Does this mean that there are NO elevation points awarded at the end of the 15 second Autonomous
period?
This is correct.

Upright Mobile Goals Not Counted As Scored in Alliance Home Zone
In version 0.1 of the game manual, row 3 on page 17 of the scoring section defines when a Mobile Goal is considered
scored in an Alliance Home Zone:

A Mobile Goal is considered Scored in an Alliance Home Zone if, at the end of the Match, any part of the
Mobile Goal Base is contacting the Alliance Home Zone.
The Mobile Goal Base is defined as:

The 7-sided yellow, blue, or red plastic bottom portion of a Mobile Goal with a maximal diameter of 13”
(330.2mm).
Figure 15 matches this definition, as the only portion highlighted in green is the colored plastic portion and not the bottom
metallic portion.

Under the current definition of a Mobile Goal Base, is an upright mobile goal in contact with the Alliance Home Zone not
considered scored as the colored plastic bottom portion is not in contact with the Alliance Home Zone? This appears to
be counter to the intent of the scoring section as there are multiple diagrams showing upright Mobile Goals considered
Scored.

Answered by committee
Thank you for pointing this out. The definition of Mobile Goal Base has been revised in version 0.2 of the Game
Manual as follows:

The 7-sided plastic bottom of a Mobile Goal with a maximal diameter of 13” (330.2mm). Rings may be
Scored in the “bowl” of a Mobile Goal Base for points. Both the yellow, blue, or red "upper" portion,
and the black "lower" portion, are considered parts of the Mobile Goal Base. See Figure 15.

Is the new GPS sensor legal for VRC 2021-2022: Tipping Point?
With the new GPS sensor released by VEX? Is it legal to use it in competition? What's the requirements for EP to host
event now? Does all fields need to have GPS code with opaque field walls?

Answered by committee

With the new GPS sensor released by VEX? Is it legal to use it in competition?
Yes. Rule R15 reads as follows:

<R15> New VEX parts are legal. Additional VEX components released during the competition season
on www.vexrobotics.com are considered legal for use.
Some “new” components may have certain restrictions placed on them upon their release. These
restrictions will be documented in the official Q&A forums, in a Game Manual Update, or on their
respective product web pages.
The v1.0 Game Manual Update included the following addition to Appendix B:

In Programming Skills Matches, the VEX GPS code strip must be installed on the field. This field
modification will be recommended for all events beginning August 1, and required for all events
beginning October 1.

R6, R7, R8 – "identical" parts & purchasing the same parts from third parties

&lt;R6> Robots are built from the VEX V5 system. Robots may be built ONLY using official VEX V5
components, unless otherwise specifically noted within these rules. Teams are responsible for providing
documentation proving a part’s legality in the event of a question. Examples of documentation include
receipts, part numbers, official VEX websites, or other printed documentation.

&lt;R8> Certain non-VEX components are allowed. Robots are allowed the following additional “nonVEX” components: [omitted for brevity]
For many years, there has been a clause in R8 allowing parts which are "identical" to official VEX produts. There is no
such clause in version 0.2 of the Tipping Point game manual.

&lt;R7> VEX products come from VEX Robotics or VEX Robotics Resellers. Official VEX products are
ONLY available from VEX Robotics & official VEX Resellers. To determine whether a product is “official” or
not, consult www.vexrobotics.com. A complete list of authorized VEX Resellers can be found at
www.vexrobotics.com/how-to-order.
Some products in the V5 product line are not manufactured by VEX, but rather purchased in bulk from third-party
manufactures and resold by VEX and VEX-authorized resellers. Often these same parts can be purchased directly from
the manufacturer or through other retail sites. Two common examples are "VEX-brand rubber bands" (manufactured by
Alliance) and VEX pneumatics kits, which contain components made by SMC.
Purchasing these products from non-VEX sources can provide significant cost savings. For example, VEX sells #64 nonlatex rubber bands in a pack of 10 for $3.99, or 39.9 cents per band. However, the same rubber bands are available on
Amazon in a 1 lb box (approx. 380 bands) for $15.84, or roughly 4.2 cents per band, a savings of nearly 90%. Purchasing
the same quantity of rubber bands from VEX would cost over $150.
Likewise, purchasing individual pneumatic components directly from SMC or from third-party retailers can provide
significant cost savings compared to buying kits from VEX, depending on what and how many parts a team needs.

In both these cases, purchasing parts from non-VEX retailers doesn't just get you parts that are "identical" for some
definition of that term. These are literally the same parts, simply routed through a different set of warehouses on the
journey from the factory to a team's robot. There is no competitive advantage to be gained here, only a cost savings.
In previous seasons, buying these parts from non-VEX retailers would've definitely been allowed under the "identical
parts" clause; however that clause is no longer present.

With this context in mind, I have the following questions:
1. Was the omission of the "identical parts" clause in R8 intentional?
2. If the answer to #1 is yes, are teams allowed to purchase the same components (where applicable) fron non-VEX
retailers such as SMC or Amazon?
3. If the answer to #2 is no, how will inspectors be expected to verify (and teams expected to prove) that, for
example, a particular rubber band or pneumatic cylinder was purchased from VEX or a VEX reseller rather than
from a third party?

Answered by committee

1. Was the omission of the "identical parts" clause in R8 intentional?
Yes.

2. If the answer to #1 is yes, are teams allowed to purchase the same components (where
applicable) fron non-VEX retailers such as SMC or Amazon?
Yes.

3. If the answer to #2 is no, how will inspectors be expected to verify (and teams expected to
prove) that, for example, a particular rubber band or pneumatic cylinder was purchased from
VEX or a VEX reseller rather than from a third party?
Rubber bands that are identical in length and thickness to those sold by VEX, and SMC-branded pneumatic
components with equivalent part numbers to those sold by VEX, are the only permissible exceptions to this rule. We
will make sure to address these exceptions in a future Game Manual update.

<SG3> section c clarification - use of game objects to prevent platform from becoming balanced.
There is a debate on vexforum as to whether or not placing a game object prior to the last 30 seconds would constitute
an infraction of SG3. For example, placing a mobile goal under the opposing alliance's platform at the very beginning of
the Driver period and the mobile goal is still present during last 30 second of safe period, even though opposing alliance
had many opportunities to remove the mobile goal. Would this be an infraction of SG3 and result in a DQ for the alliance?

Answered by committee
The full text of SG3 reads as follows, with the portion in question bolded for emphasis:

<SG3> Platforms are “safe” during the endgame. During the last thirty (30) seconds, Robots may not

contact the opposing Alliance’s Platform.
a. For the purposes of this rule, contact is considered “transitive” through other Robots and Scoring
Objects. For example, contacting an opposing Robot who is contacting their own Platform would be
considered a violation of this rule.
b. For the purposes of this rule, <G13> supersedes rule <G14>. Any Robot which is contacting its own
Platform during the last thirty (30) seconds, provided that no other rules are being violated, will
automatically receive the “benefit of the doubt”. Therefore, any contact with this Robot will be
considered a violation, regardless of intent.
c. Per <SG10>, using a Scoring Object to cause interference with the opposing Alliance’s
Platform during the last thirty (30) seconds would be considered a violation of this rule.
A Robot which interferes with gameplay as a result of violating this rule, such as preventing a
Platform from becoming Balanced, will result in a disqualification, whether the interference was
Match Affecting or not.
The intent of this rule is to prohibit Teams from preventing their opponents' Platforms to become Balanced during the
last thirty (30) seconds of the Match. The intent of the bolded portion is to prohibit Teams from using Scoring Objects
to do so.

For example, placing a mobile goal under the opposing alliance's platform at the very beginning of the
Driver period and the mobile goal is still present during last 30 second of safe period, even though
opposing alliance had many opportunities to remove the mobile goal. Would this be an infraction of
SG3 and result in a DQ for the alliance?
Yes, this interpretation is correct.

GPS Field Code Strips for Qualifying Events
The Game Manual update on June 29 included the following modification of the competition field for the skills challenge

In Programming Skills Matches, the VEX GPS code strip must be installed on the field. This field
modification will be recommended for all events beginning August 1, and required for all events beginning
October 1.
1.
If an event designates a field for both programming and driving skills challenges, can the GPS code strip stay on
the field during driving skills matches?
2.
If an event designates a field for both Skills Challenge and Competition Matches (such as allowing skills challenge
before matches start), can the event keep the GPS code strip on the fields during qualification & elimination
matches?
3.
Can an event place GPS field code strips on fields for use only for competition?

If a GPS field code strip is present on a field, is a team always permitted to use it, even during competition matches?

Answered by committee
The note which is quoted in your question is only intended to address Code Strip requirements for Programming
Skills Matches. There are no requirements set forth by the Game Manual for other types of Matches; that is to say, it

is at the Event Partner's discretion, just as there is no requirement in the Game Manual for a field to be on the floor
vs on a raised platform.
Hopefully, that context helps to explain the following answers.

1. If an event designates a field for both programming and driving skills challenges, can the GPS
code strip stay on the field during driving skills matches?
Yes, although there is no requirement to do so.

2. If an event designates a field for both Skills Challenge and Competition Matches (such as
allowing skills challenge before matches start), can the event keep the GPS code strip on the
fields during qualification & elimination matches?
Yes, although there is no requirement to do so.

3. Can an event place GPS field code strips on fields for use only for competition?
Yes, although there is no requirement to do so.

If a GPS field code strip is present on a field, is a team always permitted to use it, even during
competition matches?
Yes.

<SG3> Further clarification on game objects causing intereference
In this recent Q&A it was clarified that the placing of any object under an opponent's Platform at any point in the match
would result in a DQ if that object remained there in the last 30 seconds.
I have a couple of queries about this aspect. I know it's expected that multiple questions be asked in multiple Q&As, but
these are all closely related so I hope this is okay!
1.
The original scenario made no mention that the object under the Platform caused interference, is the mere
presence of an object enough to warrant a violation of SG3 or must the alliance make an attempt to balance the
Platform?
2.
Just to clarify, Rings are also counted as Scoring Objects for this ruling, correct? With the same question as
above, do the Rings need to make contact with the Platform in an attempt to balance it to warrant a DQ, or is their
presence enough?
3.
I note that "intent" is not part of any SG3 ruling, can you confirm that accidentally causing a Scoring Object to roll
underneath the opposition Platform would be a violation of SG3 if it remains there in the last 30 seconds.
4.

I assume that if a team was to accidentally cause a Scoring Object to end up underneath the opposition Platform,
if they were able to remove this before the last 30 seconds there would be no risk of an SG3 violation. What would
occur in the case where one of the opposition robots were blocking access to this Scoring Object in order to
ensure a win by DQ? For example, a red robot accidentally rolls a mobile goal underneath the blue Platform
before the last 30 seconds. The red robot then tries to remove this goal but the blue robot blocks them from
achieving this, knowing that if that object remains there then they will win by DQ. In the last 30 seconds, blue then
tries to balance the Platform resulting in interference from the original object and a DQ for red. Is this correct?

Thanks a lot!

Answered by committee
As noted in the linked Q&A response, the intent of the rule is to prevent Teams from using Scoring Objects to
interfere with an opponent's Balanced Platform. The word "interference" is intentionally undefined, and will be at the
Head Referee's discretion based on the context of the Match.

1.
The original scenario made no mention that the object under the Platform caused interference,
is the mere presence of an object enough to warrant a violation of SG3 or must the alliance
make an attempt to balance the Platform?
2.
Just to clarify, Rings are also counted as Scoring Objects for this ruling, correct? With the same
question as above, do the Rings need to make contact with the Platform in an attempt to
balance it to warrant a DQ, or is their presence enough?
3.
I note that "intent" is not part of any SG3 ruling, can you confirm that accidentally causing a
Scoring Object to roll underneath the opposition Platform would be a violation of SG3 if it
remains there in the last 30 seconds.

The answer to all three of these questions is that intent and Match context do matter. It is unlikely that a Head
Referee would judge that a single Ring resting on the Platform has "caused interference". Furthermore, it would not
be feasible for a Head Referee to track which Alliance was last in contact with all Rings and Mobile Goals around the
field.

4. I assume that if a team was to accidentally cause a Scoring Object to end up underneath the
opposition Platform, if they were able to remove this before the last 30 seconds there would be
no risk of an SG3 violation.
This would generally be a correct interpretation, yes.

What would occur in the case where one of the opposition robots were blocking access to this Scoring
Object in order to ensure a win by DQ?
This would be an extremely context-sensitive interaction, which may invoke elements of <G13>, <G14>, or <G15>,
depending on the specifics of the interactions between the two Robots. We cannot issue a blanket answer that would
apply to all hypothetical scenarios of this nature.

Platform Assembly
The most recent game manual "Updated Appendix A to allow shorter standoffs for Platform construction." In
experimenting to make the platform leg stable and withstand a season's worth of play, we tried using the larger steel

plates from Tower Takeover with great success. Would this be legal?

Answered by committee
Yes, this would be permissible.

